Introduction
Cloud computing is rapidly emerging as a new paradigm for delivering computing as a utility [1] . It allows leasing of IT capabilities whether they are infrastructure, platform, or software applications as services on subscriptionoriented services in a pay-as-you-go model. Its foundation is based on various developments in IT during the last thirty to forty years. As fresh ideas and technology advancement have made it all the more striking and appealing during the Internet age, the way consumers consume and technology enablers deliver solutions has evolved. With a trend towards Cloud based model, the power is shifted to consumers. They have access to more compute power and to new applications, at an alluring price, as well as they enjoy the advantages of a self-service and selfmanaged environment.
Cloud computing fosters elasticity and seamless scalability of IT resources that are offered to end users as a service through Internet medium. Cloud computing can help enterprises improve the creation and delivery of IT solutions by providing them to access services in a most cost effective and flexible manner. A bird's eye view of Cloud computing is shown in Figure 1 .
Although Cloud computing has emerged mainly from the appearance of public computing utilities [2] , various deployment models, with variations in physical location and distribution, have been adopted. In this sense, regardless of its service class, Clouds can be classified as public, private, or hybrid depending on the model of deployment. A public Cloud is a Cloud made available in a pay-as-yougo manner to the general public. A private Cloud is a data center of an organization, not made available to the general public. A hybrid Cloud is a seamless use of public Cloud along with private Cloud when needed. In a typical public Cloud scenario, a third-party vendor delivers services such as computation, storage, networks, virtualization and applications to various customers. In a private Cloud environment, internal IT resources are used to serve their internal users and customers. Businesses are adopting public Cloud services to save capital expenditure and operational cost by leveraging Cloud's elastic scalability and market oriented costing features. Nevertheless, public Cloud computing also raises concerns about data security, management, data transfer, performance, and level of control.
Cloud Computing started with a riskfree concept: let someone else take the ownership of setting up IT infrastructure and let end-users tap into it, paying only for what is been used. From this simple idea, a much more sophisticated, complex (and sometimes complicated) market started to grow. Today, businesses can buy computation resources, infrastructure plus platform or infrastructure plus applications. In the language of this market, the computation resources is frequently referred to as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), and the applications as Software as a Service (SaaS). In fact, use of the acronym appears ubiquitously from SaaS to PaaS (Platform as a Service) to XaaS (Anything as a Service). Key characteristics and vendors offering these Cloud services are highlighted in Fig.2 .
What makes Cloud computing different from traditional IT approaches is the focus on service delivery and the consumer utilization model. In the background, service provider's uses particular technologies, system architecture, design and industry best practices to provide and support the delivery of service-oriented, elastically scalable environment serving multiple customers. This helps end users to have more agile and flexible service oriented architecture for their application and 
Platform as a Service (PaaS)
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) refers to environment for application development with seamless Integration with Cloud for application hosting
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) refers to on-demand computing capacity from a service provider which is virtualized hardware and storage services. In a conventional IT scenario, most software companies have procured different components of their application middleware infrastructure layer from various vendors, and brought together these tools into a corporate environment using system integration services and tools. On the other hand, in a Cloud computing scenario, this practice is quite rare. Platform-as-a-Service solutions provide environment and applications development platforms for seamlessly integrating Cloud computing into existing application, services, and infrastructure with a market-oriented approach. 
Applications on SaaS

Cloud Application Development Platforms
Windows Azure
The Windows Azure Platform [3] consists of SQL Azure and the .NET services. The .NET services comprises of Access Control services and .NET service bus. Windows Azure is a platform with shared multitenant hardware provided by Microsoft. Windows Azure application development mandates the use of SQL Azure for RDBMS functionality, because that is the only coexisting DBMS functionality accessible in the same hardware context as the applications.
Google App Engine
Google App Engine is offered by Google Inc. Its key value is that developers can rapidly build small web based applications on their machine and deploy them on the Cloud. A notable thing is that Google App Engine provides developers with a simulated environment to build and test applications locally with any operating system or any system that runs a suitable version of Python and Java language environments. Google uses the Java Virtual Machine with Jetty Servlet engine and Java Data Objects.
Force.com
Force.com is a development and execution environment that is independent for Salesforce.com. Force. com is the best approach for Platformas-a-Service (PaaS) for developing CRM based application and, with regards to the design of its platform and the runtime environment is based on the Java technology. The platform uses a proprietary programming language and environment called Apex code, which it has a reputation for simplicity in learning and rapid development and execution.
Manjrasoft Aneka
Aneka [4] is a distributed application platform for developing Cloud applications. Distributed means that Aneka can seam together any number of Windows based physical or virtual desktops or servers into a network of interconnected nodes that act as a single logical "application execution layer." The middleware is managed and monitored with advanced tools that allow monitoring applications' performance and the system status in order to meet the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) made with the users. Aneka-based Clouds can be deployed on a variety of hardware and operating systems including several flavors of the Windows and Linux operating system families. This flexibility allows Aneka to virtually harness almost all the different types of infrastructure and runtime environment to serve application execution on demand.
Aneka Cloud Application Platform
Aneka [4] is a platform for developing resource-intensive and elastic applications and their deployment on Clouds. It can harness a huge variety of physical and virtual resources, ranging from desktops, clusters, to virtual datacenters, to provide a single logical "application execution layer". The key components of the platform are depicted in Figure 3 , which gives an overall view of Aneka from its foundations to the applications and the end user services. The platform is based on an extensible Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), which makes the integration of new components, incremental development of new features, and infrastructure deployment and configuration seamless tasks.
Middleware. The platform features a homogeneous distributed runtime environment for applications. Such environment is built by aggregating together physical and virtual nodes hosting the Aneka container. The container is lightweight layer that interfaces with the hosting environment and manages the services deployed on a node. Services constitute the core logic of Aneka Clouds and each container hosts three different classes of services:
• Fabric Services. Fabric services implement the fundamental operations of the infrastructure of the Cloud. These services include: high-availability and failover for improved reliability, node membership and directory, resource provisioning, performance monitoring and hardware profiling.
• Foundation Services. Foundation services constitute the core functionalities of the Aneka middleware. They provide a basic set of capabilities that enhance application execution in the Cloud. These services provide the infrastructure with added value and are both of use for system administrators and developers. Within this category we can list: storage management, resource reservation, reporting, accounting, billing, services monitoring, and licensing. Services in this level operate across all the range of supported application models.
• Application Programming Services. Application services deal directly with the execution of applications and are in charge of providing the appropriate runtime environment for each application model. At this level Aneka expresses its true potential in supporting different application models and distributed programming patterns. Aneka provides support for the most known application programming patterns such as distributed threads, bag of tasks, and MapReduce. Application Development and Management. Aneka offers advanced features for developing and managing applications on the Cloud. The Software Development Kit (SDK) and the Management Kit are the two components exposing such capabilities. They provide means for interacting with the middleware and managing it with advanced user interfaces and bindings for applications. By using Aneka SDK, developers can quickly develop distributed applications, integrate the scaling capabilities of Aneka into existing applications, or implement new services to extend the potential of Aneka. The Management Kit allows deploying, managing, and tuning Aneka-based Clouds. By using a visual approach, it provides means to access and control every aspect of the middleware and also offers advanced features such as application reporting, accounting, billing, user management, and performance monitoring. The SDK and the Management Kit are the tools that enrich the user experience of developers and administrators respectively.
Cloud Application Programming Models and their Support in Aneka
Aneka Clouds aim to be a ubiquitous environment serving any type of computing need of distributed applications. Therefore, they are expected to be flexible enough to support several different models for developing applications: parameter sweep, concurrent, and dataintensive applications. In order to serve this purpose, Aneka provides engineers and developers with the concept of "Programming Model", which is collection of abstractions and runtime support for expressing and developing distributed applications. The platform currently supports three different programming models. They are: Task, Thread, and MapReduce [5] . Moreover, its extensible architecture offers the freedom to plug other models into the existing infrastructure. By taking this approach Aneka is able to provide support for all the following types of distributed applications:
Parameter Sweep Applications: Task Programming. Task Programming provides developers with the ability of expressing applications as a collection of independent tasks. Each task can perform a different operation, or the same operation on different data, and can be executed in any order by the runtime environment. Task programming allows the parallelization of legacy applications on the Cloud. Application from various domains including scientific computing, financial applications, media rendering and transcoding can be created using Task programming model. This model is the most popular in distributed computing and can be used as a starting point for implementing new models such as workflows with more complex requirements.
Concurrent Applications: Thread Programming. The main abstraction of this model is the concept of thread which mimics the semantic of the common local thread but is executed remotely in a distributed environment. This model offers major control on the execution of the single components of an application but requires more management if compared with Task Programming, which is based on a "submit and forget" pattern. This model covers all the application scenarios of the Task programming and solves the additional challenges of providing a distributed runtime environment for local multi-threaded applications. Data Intensive Applications: MapReduce. This model is an implementation of the MapReduce model, as proposed by Google, for .NET and integrated with Aneka. MapReduce has been designed to process a huge quantity of data by using simple operations that extracts useful information from a dataset (the map function) and aggregates this information together (the reduce function). MapReduce can be a winning solution for data mining and analytic applications, bulk media processing, and content indexing. Aneka provides a solid support for the model and integrates it with all the other foundation services such as accounting and reporting, thus making this solution a competitive alternative within the same market segment.
High-Performance Cloud Applications
Aneka has been used in creating several interesting applications in domains such as life sciences, engineering, and creative media. Applications created using Aneka are able to run on enterprise or public Clouds without any change. The three case studies on the use of Aneka for building applications in engineering, geospatial, and life science domains are discussed below.
Manufacturing and Engineering
The Manufacturing and Engineering sectors include a wide range of market segments, from aerospace to automotive. Manufacturing organizations face a number of computing challenges as they seek to optimize their IT environments, including high infrastructure costs and complexity to poor visibility into capacity and utilization. Today's design engineers need access to unrestrained, flexible computing capacity on demand, so that design cycles can be as fast, cheap, and productive.
The GoFront group, a division of China Southern Railway, is responsible for designing the high speed electric locomotive, metro car, urban transportation vehicle and the motor train. The raw design of the prototypes requires high quality 3D images using Autodesk's rendering software called Maya. By examining the 3D images, engineers identify problems in the original design and make the appropriate design improvements. However, such designs on a single four core served used to 3 days to render scenes with 2000 frames.
To reduce this time, GoFront has used Aneka and created an enterprise Cloud (see Figure 4) within their company by utilizing networked PCs. They used Aneka Design Explorer, a tool for rapid creation of parameter sweep applications, in which the same program is executed many times on different data items (in this case, executing the Maya software for rendering different images). A customized Design 
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Google Explorer (called Maya GUI) has been implemented for Maya rendering. Maya GUI managed parameters, generated Aneka tasks, monitored submitted Aneka tasks and collected completed rendered images. The design image used to take three days to render (2000+ frames, each frame with more than five different camera angles). Using only a 20 node Aneka Cloud, GoFront was able to reduce the rendering scenario from 3 days to 3 hours.
Geospatial Sciences and Technologies
Due to the continuous growth of GIS sciences and technologies, there have been even more geospatial and nonspatial data involved due to increase in number of data sources and advancement of data collection methodologies. Spatial analysis and Geo-computation are getting intricate and computationally demanding. The Department of Space, Government of India, adopted Aneka as the Cloud computing platform supporting the development of high performance GIS applications [6] . Aneka enables a new approach to complex analyses of massive data and computationally intensive environments, and gives the opportunity to satisfy all the requirements of a high-performance and distributed GIS environment over the public, private and hybrid Clouds.
Health and Life Science
With the high volume and density of data, along with the growing complexity of IT ecosystem and the pressures of competition and regulatory groups, life sciences organizations need IT infrastructure and management tools that can respond quickly to changing needs and, more importantly, enable rather than hamper the ability to innovate.
Aneka enables faster execution and massive data computation in life science R&D, clinical simulation, and business intelligence tools. It helps organizations to achieve greater levels of innovation in shorter timeframes while maximizing license utilization, increasing ROI, and realizing significant savings over Cloud based technology. For its application in real time scenario, Jeeva, an Enterprise Cloud enabled portal for protein secondary structure prediction, was developed based on Aneka. Research scientists use the portal to discover new prediction structures using parallel execution methods. The prediction took 20 minutes to complete when compared with the previous computational time of 8 hours. Also, Aneka has enabled implementation of personal health monitoring system aiding rehabilitation of stroke patients on public Cloud platform such as Amazon EC2.
IT Education and Research
As the IT field is rapidly moving towards Cloud Computing, software industry's focus is shifting from developing applications for PCs to Data Centers and Clouds that enable millions of users to make use of software simultaneously. This is creating a huge demand for manpower with skills in this area. Educational and research organizations require a platform that can support (1) multiple models of application programming, (2) multiple types of Cloud deployments (private, public, or hybrid), and (3) extensible framework enabling educators/researchers to develop their own programming models and application schedulers.
Since Aneka allows one to build a private Cloud with minimal investment 
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Conclusions and Future Directions
The growing interest in Cloud computing has led to new approaches for allocating financial resources and leveraging IT infrastructure and services. Cloud computing provides concrete opportunity for making a flexible use of IT by turning it into a utility. Cloud adoption is becoming a standard practice in many business sectors to scale IT infrastructure on demand. Despite this, the development of elastic and scalable applications is a complex task. Cloud application development platforms offer huge cost savings by reducing the cost of software engineering and enabling intelligent use of Cloud infrastructures. A wide range of applications scenarios from financial services, to entertainment and media, or manufacturing and engineering, demonstrates how Cloud technology can help increasing technology efficiency and adoption. PaaS technologies help organizations to harness their existing computing infrastructure and/or rent public Cloud infrastructure in a seamless manner. The true benefits of the Cloud application development will become apparent when developing and deploying application on solutions such as Aneka.
